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Abstract
Analysis of the huge volumesof data generated by large
scale sequencingprojects clearly requires the construction
of new sophisticated computer systems. These systems
shouldbe able to handlethe biological data as well as the
results of the analysisof this data. Theyshouldalso helpthe
user to choosethe mostappropriatemethodfor a simpletask
and to string together the methodsneededto solve a global
analysis task. In this paper wepresent the prototypeof a
software system that provides an environment for the
analysisof large-scalesequencedata. In a first approach
this
environment
has beenput to the test within the B. subtilis
sequencingprojecLThissystemintegrates both a descriptive
knowledge
of the entities involved(genes, regulatorysignals
etc.) and the methodological knowledgeconcerning an
extendableset of analytical methods(i.e. howto solve
sequenceanalysis problemthrough task decompositionand
methodselection). A knowledgerepresentation based on
two existing object-orianted models, namedShirka and
SCARP,
is used to implementthis integrated system. In
addition, the present prototype provides a suitable user
interfacefor bothdisplayingthe results generatedbyseveral
methodsand interscting with the objects. Wepresent in rids
paper an overviewof the knowledge-basedmodelsused to
build this integratedsystem,and a descriptionof the wayin
whichbiological entities and sequenceanalysis tasks are
represented. Wegive illustrations of the co-operation
between user and system during the problem solving
process. Such a systemconstitutes a computerworkbench
for molecularbiologists studying the genetic programsof
living organisms.
Introduction

I

As research programs involving large-scale
genome
sequencing develop, vast amounts of new genomic
sequences are produced and the need for more reliable data
management systems as well as for powerful sequence
analysis tools becomes obvious. Sequences have been
stored and organized in general data bases, in specialized
data bases.and morerecently in object-oriented data bases.
1 This research is being supported by the FrenchMinistate de
l’Enseignementetde la Recherche,by CNRS
(Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique
GDR1029) and GIP GREG
(Grouperuemde Recherchestlr l’Etude des Gtnomes2 93 G404
00 7120121).

In parallel, various sequenceanalysis methods,gathered in
software packages, have made it possible to detect
regularities in sequencesand to predict gene functions. The
overall organization of such systems and methodswhich is
essential to the progress of the sequencingprojects remains
howeverinappropriate.
In a preliminary step, each new genomic sequence
should be analyzed automatically using a pre<leFmed
combination of methods. As an example, searching for non
ambiguous signals or for coding sequences, or making
translation and comparison with protein data banks, are
operations which can be completely automated. Further
analyses require however a tight collaboration between
system and user. Indeed, depending on the biological
questions the biologist wishes to address, it is necessary to
employone particular methodover all others. Algorithms
devoted to high level methods are getting ever more
powerful as time passes but they require to be used in a
skilled way, that takes into account an explicit description
of their specific problem-solving strategy (i.e., that
considers
whether a method is well adapted and
appropriately used) and is able to interact with an userfriendly environment. Using these methods thus remains
difficult for the beginner. In consequencehe tends to use a
small numberof available softwares rather than elaborate
methodsthus losing important aspects of the information
content of a genome sequence. Finally, the lack of
appropriate links between the managementof biological
entities (such as sequences, genes, regulatory signals etc.)
and the methods that use and produce these entities
severely limits the evolution of the data bases and of the
corresponding knowledge bases. In the context of the
genome sequencing projects, computers should now be
used as experimental tools, producing a new source of
investigation of living organisms,their study in silico.
This paper describes the first prototype of a co-operative
knowledge-based environment dedicated to genomic
sequence analysis. It allows one to modeland manipulate
the descriptive
knowledge obtained from a genome
sequencingproject, to help the user in solving his sequence
analysis problems through task decomposition and method
selection, and finally to display and managethe set of new
objects this analysis creates. Our system integrates
descriptive knowledgeof the biological entities togelher
with methodological knowledge of an extendable set of
Mtdigue
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analysis methods. It is currently developedusing a classbased knowledge model named Shirka (Rechenmann
Uvietta 1991). This system offers high level descriptive
capabilities and enables to characterize the entities using
inference and classification mechanisms.Based on Shirka,
a second system, called SCARP(Willamowski 1994;
Mtdigue et el. 1993) allows the representation of the
methodological knowledge. In this system, the problem
solving process is based on successive decompositions of
the complexproblem (here the central concept is that of
task ). Finally a graphic interface called APIC(Bisson
Garreau 1995) has been developed in order to display,
modify,save or delete the entities. Thefirst section of this
paper describes the general features of Shirka, SCARP
and
APIC. Several biological examples extracted from our
prototype are used to illustrate this section. The second
section presents our prototype system : we show how
biological entities and tasks are represented and howwe
integrate each "external" procedure. At this stage we put
emphasis on the methodsallowing for the characterization
of genes in an unannotated DNAsequence: searching for
similar proteins in data banks, searching for unambiguous
signals and for putative coding sequences. Several
examples illustrate
the cooperation between user and
system during the problem solving process. Finally, we
discuss improvementsof previously described strategies,
further developments of new ones and future enhancements
of the prototype.

matching or procedural attachment. Wheninstantiating a
class, a slot mayeither receive a value whichmust satisfy
the constraints that have been defined in the class, or its
corresponding value maybe missing (incomplete instance).
A complex instance is an instance in which some slot
values refer to other instances (Fig. 1B). Complexobjects
thus premits recursive linking.
A.
a-kLnd-of = simple-biological-object
;
string;
name
$a
keyword
$1ist-of string;
phenotypeSa
string;
type
Sa
symbol
Sdomain CDS RNA rRNA tRNA

}
a-kind-of= gone;
type
CDS;
oodon-usageSa
integer;
$if-needed
~ class-otis
ident Svar<-name;
class Svar->codon-usage);
translation Sa

l
B.
is-a
= protein-gone;
keyword
= "acetate";
type
= CDS;
translation = izme-oo~

]
Methodological

Background

In order to build a system that integrates descriptive and
methodological knowledge, we used the object-based
knowledge model Shirka (Rechenmann & Uvietta 1991),
implemented and embedded into an interactive
environment using ILOGtools (ILOG, 1991). Shirka has
already been tested for the representation of genomic
organization of E. coli (Perri~re & Gautier 1993) and for
mammal genomic mapping (Perribre
et el. 1993).
Extensions of this system to the representation
of
methodological strategies have been incorporated in a cooperative problem solving environment, called SCARP
(Willamowski 1994). An example of application is the
SLOTsystem which is devoted to data analysis in the field
of ecology (Chevenet & Willamowski 1993). The
following section gives an overview of these two systems
and of their associated graphical interface functionalities.
Object-based knowledge representation
Shirka (Rechenmann & Uvietta 1991) rests on the
class/instance shzft, where a class describes a set of
potential instances. Classes allow a formal definition of the
model, and instances result from instantiation of the
classes. Both are represented by a structure called a
scheme, made up of a set of named slots which are
themselves specified by constraining facets (Fig. 1A).
Facets allow for both slot valuation and association with
inference mechanisms such as default value, pattern250
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Figure 1 -- Structure of classes and instances as knowledge
description
units
: A. The two classes
named 0~o and
pzotet.n-gono, are made of a list of slots (keywo rd, type...).
Each slot is described by a list of facets (S a, ~raa~...) together
with their associated
values. The $if-needed facet allows
association
of a slot valuation with a method. The displayed
method is descn’bed by a class (class-eels)
ill which a particular
slot is valued with the name of a function. The pzoto:lan-geao
class is a sub-class of the q~o class : the inherited slot type is
constrained to the value CDS, and the suructure of this sub-class is
defined with two new slots,
codon-usago andtransiatior~
B. One instance of the class protein-gone,
named aollc, is a
complex instance; its slot t ran slat ion is valued by an instance of
the class prot:o:l.n according to the description of the class.

Schemestructures allow one to describe the position of a
class in a specialization hierarchy. Eachhierarchy forms a
concept (Fig. 2). A class inherits the knowledgedefined
its super-classes. It can further define constraints on
inherited slots or simply add new specific slots. Since
classes are organized in hierarchies, once an instance has
been attached to a class, a natural mechanismconsists in
looking for its possible locations in the correspondingsubclasses. This is achieved through the classification
mechanism.The algorithm attempts to match the instance
to classify with every direct sub-classes of the instantiation
class by checking if the slot values still satisfy the
constraints of the chosen sub-class. The sub-class will be
labeled sure if the instance satisfies all the constraints on
all the slots; it is labeled as possible if no constraint in the
sub-class is violated; it is impossible if at least one

constraint is not satisfied. The algorithm then iterates on
every sure or possible sub-class and ends at the leaves of
the hierarchy.

a-kind-of = cds-prediction ;
&input seq
Sa
~-dM:a~
integer;
&input window
Sa
&input shift
$a
integer
$i f -neech=4 {...};
&input table
~a
~-IUA ;
&outputlist-CDS $1ist-of
~ }

F- enharcor
Simplebiological
.........
ob’~ect

|
|
|

t.,ffi,
ten~imtor
f
~,
|1~ protein-gene 1
k- Gene --U
~-r-RNA l

+-

a-klnd-of= ods-prediction-using-knowledge;
&inputtable
Sto-~erify{... } ;
$value
(user-choice
~k~’~

+++
# -re_t+

Figure 2 -- Hierarchical structure of the m:l.mplobiolog:l.aal-obSQot concept extracted from our knowledge
base. This concept gathers elementaryinformation units like
protein and tRNAgenes and the signals involved in their
regulation(promoters,terminators.... ). Froman initial instance
of the cer~ class (namedgene-rO,the classification mechanism
allows to determinethe sub-classesto whichthis instancemaybe
attached. Unknown
values of the slots are inferred or providedby
the user, and then compared
withlocal constraints attachedto the
slots in the sub-classes. This classification mechanism
def’mes
either sure, impossibleor possible classes. For exampleif the
tytx.~ valueis RNA,
a sure class is RNA-gene,
possibleclasses are
tI~NA
andrRN~andanimpossible
class
isprotein-gene.
Representing methodological
knowledge
Methodological knowledge includes the description of
problemsand their respective solving strategies (i.e., given
a problem, how to select the appropriate (liking of
multiple) processing method(s)). Different approaches
task-oriented
representation
are discussed in
(Chandrasekaranet al. 1992).
The SCARPsystem (Willamowski 1994) is based on the
Shirka model. In SCARP,a task is a model of a problem
described by a specific set of input and outputentities. Like
descriptive knowledge, tasks are represented by classes
(Fig. 3). Within SCARP,the following types of slots are
defined for a task : global and strategic input, output
entities, pre-tasks and post-tasks, visualization tasks for
input and output, preconditions and postconditions. One
problem maybe defined at different abstraction levels by
different, moreor less specific task descriptions. At a low
abstraction level, the problemdefined by a task is precise
enough so that a problem solving strategy can be
associated with the task description (this is the case of
od~-pzedlotloa-umlng-oodon-~zeq
in Fig. 3). The
problem solving strategy describes how a task can be
decomposed into more elementary subtasks or methods.
Different operators are available to combine subtasks :
sequence, parallel, iteration, user-choice etc. Finally, for
each subtask a specific execution context describes how
its execution is integrated into the execution of the complex
task : data flow, whether the user has to validate input or
output, etc. (Fig. 3). The resolution of each particular
problemthus results in a very context-specific linking of
methods.

GENM%RK);

&stache ~R~ ~4~NCE
Sa
~
exec Sa CODGNPREF-ANALYSIS ;
data-flowSvalue
(.seq
> exec.seq )
(.wind
> exec.wind)
oo,

(exec.res > .list-cds)

}
Figure 3 -Examples of classes
representation
partially
illustrating
the cda-pzediot:l.on-uming-knowladga
end
@d~-pze~liotion-us~ng-zodon-fzeq
tasks.The global
input entity (seq) must be an instance of the ex-pez~ental-

data class and the global output (list-CDS)
are instances of the
coding-sequence
class (CDS).
Theoperator
user-choicetlsedili
the strategy of odla-p:adiotion-um:l.ng-oodon-~zaq task,
allows oneto combine the subtssks
CODONPREFERENCEand
GENMARK.
Weshowherethespecific execution
context of the
CODONPREFERENCEsubtask: the elementarytask CODONPREF-

ANALYSIS
is executed using the data flow indicated in
parentheses.
As tasks are represented by object classes, they are
organized in class hierarchies (Fig. 4). Inside a hierarchy,
each class models a task at different abstraction levels,
defining the overall problemsolving strategy according to
the specific problem context. This structure can then be
used to support the choices amongthe available subtasks
during the solving process. This is done using the
classification mechanism.
To automatically handle the problem-solving process, an
appropriate
mechanism, the task engine, has been
constructed. Four essential steps are distinguished in task
or methodexecution: in the first one the task is instantiated
and the input slots of the instance are filled in; in the
secondstep the task is fitted to a given context and a_,ached
to the most adapted sub-class (this is performedthrough the
classification mechanism,
see Fig. 4); the third step consists
in the decomposition of the task into its subtasks (each
subtask in turn may refer to either a complex task or a
method);in the laststep the results are determined.
Via the task engine the system is able to automatically
solve, on its own, complex problems. However, specific
user-system interactions mayalso be required. In SCARP,
every communicationbetween the task engine and the user
is handled by a dialog manager via a user interface.
Wheneverthe task engine needs information from the user,
it activates the dialog manager (for example, to get
parameter values). While the task engine is working,
cooperative dialog manager can also be activated by the
user. The user interface of SCARP
graphically displays the
Mddigue
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Figure 4 - Partial hierarchyof task classesre~esendng
the family of CDS
prediction tasks. At the highest ~onleveLthe task
actually descril~s a v~ generalgoal (~ls-pz~l.i~ioa-u..ing-knowl~:~e).Nosl~fic soh, ing s~a~,is associatedwith this task
d~ption: then usL~gthe classification mechanism,
an instanceof this task class(named
%T,~X~,~-.~i.8./c~,,,,~Xg,-~)
hasto
specialized.Here,this specializationis drivenbythe valueof the gableslot (see also Fig. 3). Bycontrast, at a lowerabstractionlevel (for
exmnplethe c,:l~--pzediation-u-ing-aoclon-2zecl subtask) the problemis precis~ enoughso that a decompositionscheme
can be
dkecdyassociatedwiththe ask description(see also Fig. 3).
current sm~of the solving process, i.e. the current rusk
decomposition Iz~. As a consequence, the user mayat any
Limemodifythe characteristics of the task, either parameWx
values or strategic choice.s. For each modification, a new
version of the current solving process is created, saving
unmodified parts of the precedent version, and the task
engine then re-executes the parts of the problemrelated to
the modification. Finally, the interface enables the user to
define new problems and strategies. He can define new
tasks either from scratch or by modifying existing tasks.
This process for creating or modifying tasks concemsboth
their input/output and their decompositionstrategy. Tasks
may therefore be integrated into the knowledgebase and
executedat a later stage.
The graphical interface
Ananalysis task can producea great variety of results, such
as newbiological entities, drawingsetc. For this reason we
developed a generic interface called APIC (Bisson
Garreau 1995). The word generic has here two different
meanings.First, this interface is able to display all kinds of
maps (genetic map, physical map, etc). Second, APIC
not limited to the display of biological entities but is also
able to display graphical objects such as plots. The

s.~u~n~
t,.,....~__raa~entas-a~
object

’
identified-

~in
~_~.~

-

advantage of using such a generic approach is two-fold. On
the one hand, APICbrings a standard interface displaying
the information in an homogeneous way; therefore the
comparisonof the results is madeeasier. Onthe other hand,
the interaction with the user is madesimpler because he has
only to manipulate a single general interface instead of
several dedicated interfaces (remember the problems
generated by the piling up of a lot of windows!).
A precise description of the interface’s functionalities is
out of the scope of this paper. Here are however a few
relevant aspects. To compareand explore several displayed
maps, APICprovides several classical functionalities such
as selecting information to display, zooming,accessing the
knowledgeassociated with an object by clicking on it (an
example is shownin the next section, Fig. 11). It also
provides more sophisticated functions such as synchronized
scrolling, which allows to simultaneously scroll two or
several mapshavingdifferent scales and units (for instance
a genetic and a physical map) while automatically keeping
the relation between these maps. As in the SIGMA
interface (Cinkosky & Fickett 1992), the user can also
organize the objects into different layers. Moreover,in a
given layer it is possible to superimposeseveral kinds of
information, for examplea plot with a physical map.

[. ~ and m~a.latory regions
?

I ¯ correspondirg
biologicalfunction~?I
~ outpu~_____~|
¯ othersfeatures~.
"
--)
-............
torface
,
I

validation

I

input

oodon usa~ of the identifiedgenes
etc ...

/

~ Codon usage
Ieernirg
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Figure5 - Contributionof the prototypesystena in the context of the sequencingprojects. NewDNA
sequencesare submittedto a fh’st
series of treatmentfor identification of basic signals andcomparison
of putative genesproductto the pro~in
data banks.Theentities thus
identified are submittedto the agreement
of the biologistthroughan interface that permitsto visualizeresults, localize possiblesequencing
mistakes,etc. Others
methodscreate "descriptors"of the studied genorne(consensusmatrices, eodonbias...). Thesenewdescriptors are
usedin a secondstep to identify the objectswhichhavenot beencharacterizedduringthe first step.
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Finally, manyaspects of the interface can be customizedby
the user without programming.
In this way,he can modify
the shapeof the objects,their color, their size etc.; all these
settings can then be savedand subsequentlyreused.
Results

the methods. Then SCARPis used to represent the
sequenceanalysis methods.In the next section, wepresent
an exampleof a sequenceof methodsemployedto analyse
an unannotated DNAsequence. Weshowhowthe results
are comparedwith each other in the graphic interface.
Finally, we describe howthe external procedures are
executed.

Thefirst prototype of a co-operative sequenceanalysis
Representing biological knowledge
environment has been developed having as base the
systems Shirka and SCARP.Since our laboratory is
Biological entities have been represented in two main
producinglarge amountsof DNA
sequencesin the context
specializationhierarchies(Fig. 6). Thefirst oneformsthe
of the B. subtilis genome
sequencingproject (Glaser et al.
"sequence object" concept; it gathers object classes
1993; Kunstet al. 1995;Ogasawaraet al. 1995), weused
describing nucle~tide and aminoacid sequencestogether
with their corresponding features. The DNA
sequences
these data to test the prototype. With such a simple
prokaryotic model, the analysis of newsequencescan be
comefrom data banks or individual laboratories. When
sequences overlap with two or more neighbouring
organizedin at least two steps (Fig. 5). Thefirst one
devotedto the detection of knownstructures such as long
sequences, wegenerate longer DNA
sequences("contigs")
openreading framesand strict DNA
signals. This step can
stored in the "experiment>I"class (Fig. 6A). The DNA
be fully automated. It generates entities that can be
features are either features comingfrom data bank
comparedto sequencespresent in genomicand protein data
annotationsor identified fromsubsequencesproducedby a
banks and then submitted for validation to the user. A
previous sequenceanalysis. Starting from the ColiGene
second step involves moresophisticated analysis tools
knowledgebase (Perri~re & Gautier 1993), wedefine
(multivariate analysis on codonusage, learning methodson
"biological object" concept that describes the common
signals etc) that study less knownobjects wichare more
properties of a set of biological structures (genes,
regulatorysignals, operonsetc. Fig. 6B). Objectclasses of
difficult
tocharacteriza.
Tobuild
a co-operative
sequence
analysis
environment,this specializationhierarchyrefer to validatedentities of
we first
establish
a representation
of thebiological the "sequenceobject" concepL
knowledge,
i.e.oftheobject
classes
usedandproduced
by
Ao
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Figure6 - Part of the hier.archicalstructureof the knowledge
basedeveloped
withShirka.PartAdisplaysthe hierarchyof the classes
correspondingto the soquo-ao-obJoot
concept.It contains nucleic sequencesand aminoacid sequencestranslated fromcoding
regions. In B, the B£olog£aal-obJeot
conceptgatherselementaryinformationunits like protein, genesandthe signals involvedin
their regulation,andf’mallyclassesfor complex
objectslike opezons
andregulons.
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In a previous work, we developed a specialized data base
for the E.coli genome (M&ligueet as. 1993). There,
defined the organization of the data, the structure of the
data base and the environment of consultation
and
interrogation. Fromthat model, another specialized data
base for the Bacillus subtilis genome,called SubtiList, was
built (Moszer et al. 1995). Data present in these bases
permit us to extract clean, consistent and non redundant
sequencesto instantiate the object classes of our biological
model. This provides us with the best conditions to extract
information from sequence analysis.
Representing sequence analysis methods
To construct a model of the methodological knowledge
contained in sequence analysis programs, task classes have
been defined for the analysis of a single sequence on the
one hand, and for the analysis of several sequences on the
other band (Fig. 7). Currently the first set of tasks brings
together database scanning (Blast and Fast algorithms),
basic statistics tools and pattern matching techniques
including consensus and learning methods. CDSprediction
analysis is specialized depending on whether a reference
system (such as codes usage table) is required or not. The
n-sequences-analysis task hierarchy includes tools used to
build "descriptors" (consensusmatrices, learning rules etc.)
which can subsequently be used by the former tasks. We
are also working on the integration of 2 or n sequences
alignment methods with algorithms developed in our
laboratory (Sagot et al. 1995). Combiningtwo main groups
of tasks of the latter with a toolbox containing elementary
methods, we defined another specialization
hierarchy

allowing one to construct a representation of more specific
strategies (Fig. 7). A combinationof tasks permitting the
analysis of an unannotated DNAsequence is then
described; it is meantto identify signals such as regions
coding for proteins and their corresponding translation
initiation site. This latter specific analysis can be done
either automaticallyor inter’actively. In the first case, at the
beginning of the procedure, a subtask asks for all the
parameters values necessary to the linked methods. To
illustrate some specific user interactions developed in
SCARP,
each step of this analysis is nowdetailed.
Oneof the first questions that arises once a long newly
sequenced stretch of DNAhas been obtained is whether it
contains translated coding regions identical or similar to
already knownproteins. The data bank scanning program
BlastX (Altschul et as. 1990) has been integrated in our
knowledge base to answer this question. The problem
solving strategy associated to the blastx.analysis task
consists first in executing an external procedure (see
below)on the networkor on the local workstation (Fig. 8).
The user’s choice is guided by an estimation of the BlastX
runningtime. Theresults of the first step are then filtered
on the basis of the percentage of identities between the
query and the selected proteins. This is done by a subtask
which is executed until the user is satisfied. To help the
user in his decision, the instances whichare created in the
DBscanXclass (see Fig. 6) are represented in a graph.
Finally, stop codons are searched for and the final graph
represents for the 6 reading frames the sub-sequences of
the query which give translation products similar to
proteins in data banks.

scan-databank-nucl ._~.bl astx-analysls
I._ blastn- analysls
data-bank-I-..-I
scan
~_ scan-dat abank-pep _~-- bl astp-analysis
I.-- fasta- analysis
one-se qstaris t ics
analys is |
motif-scan
PIAGE
L pattern_~learning-methods-scan
_~CALM
I ma%cn!
ng
I
--’F
~X3CUS
L-- consen sos-scan
/
m cds-pred-uslng-knowledge
cds-pr edlct ion --d
cd s-preo-withollt-RF

i
L
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analysis
task

n-seq-

built -consensus
F
~LAGE- learn
~L learning.--~eAI~-learn

||
-- speciflestrategies

....
t wo-seq-align~ent
k_ ailg~ment"--L ra~it i-aligrm~nt

~

t O01bOX_..

rb s-cds-analysls
in teractive
flrst - raw-dna- S-analysis ......
seq-an alysis ~. automatic-

/
/
-~ r6~ ~{~-~9~
-~r~-.
L~{~.~&~.

analysis

Figure7 - Part of the hierarchical structure of the knowledge
base developedwithSCARP.
Thef’trst set of tasks gathers analysis methods
fora single
sequence
(one-seq-analysis)
andthesecond
setgathe~
analysis
methods
forseveral
sequences
(n-seq-analysis).
We
defme
sp~fie
strategies
allowing
onetostudy
anunannom~d
DNAsequence
(seetext).
Theproblem
solving
s~ategy
oftheinteractiveanalysis task is circled. Subtasksof the toolboxtask are elementarymethodssuchas reverse-dnL
translate-eds etc. Currently,only the
tasks indicatedin boldare fully functional.
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Figure8 - Executionof the ~lasex-analyst.s task with a B. subtilis contig (bscont_182).The frontmos~windowshowsthe current
state of the solving process. Thetask is decomposed
into several subtasks(see text) and the one beeing actually executedis ~].eet:similarity-value. Theresults presentedin the other window
wereobtainedwitha value of ~idonuequal to 40. Thesystemis nowwaiting
for the user decision : either he keepsthese results or changesagain the ~ value. In this latter case, the resolution of the selectsLrrd_lar±ty-va].uo
task is considered
to havefailed (indicatedin italics) andanotherinstanceof this task is createdandexecuted.
Sequencescoding for proteins are def’medby their specific
codon usage and by the presence, upstream of the start
codon, of a Ribosome Binding Site (RBS) (Shine
Dalgarno 1974). This was the first example of
"consensus" sequence for a signal that has been clearly
demonstratedas relevant to translation initiation. In the
particular case of B. subtilis, the RBSare very well
conserved regions. A simple consensus sequence can
therefore be used for identifying CDSs in bacterial
genomes, at least during the first round of gene
identification. The first subtask of the rbs-cds-analysis
task either searches for open reading frames (ORF, i.e
region of 3n nucleotides limited by a translation
termination codon, UAA,UAGor UGA)or extracts ORFs
from the knowledgebase if instances of this class already
exist for the studied sequence(Fig. 9). Thenidentification
of translation initiation sites requires comparisonwith a
pattern or a consensusmatrix specific for this signal. In the
latter case, the build-consensus task should be executed.
Its purpose is to extract from all the validated instances of
the RBSclass a consensus matrix. Finally, newly created
instances of the CDSclass are visualized on a graph. As
shownin Figure 9 navigation facilities are also available.
To finish this unannotated DNAsequence analysis, the
execution of one or more CDSprediction methods is
required. In spite of the fact that manyof them have been
published, there is no unique answer to this problemyet.
An instance of the cds-prediction task must be specialized
depending on whether a reference system to identify coding
regions is available or not (Fig. 4 and Fig. 7). As

example of methods that do not use knowledge on the
sequenced genome are the one by Fiehant and Gautier
which is based on Factorial Correspondence Analysis
(Fichant & Gautier 1987) and the one by Ollivier et al.
(1990) which is based on Fourier analysis. In the case
prokaryotic genomes, the problem is simplified since the
codon usage derived from a set of knowngenes has been
found to be strongly biased. However,the CDSprediction
methods which require codon frequency tables should be
used with caution as we found in a previous work that there
is at least one class of genes in E. coli whichescapes such
identification,
namely the class of genes exchanged by
horizontal transfer (Mtdigue et al. 1991). The GenMark
software based on Markov chain models (Borodovsky
Mclninch 1993) gives efficient CDSprediction provided
that genes have fast been clustered into significant classes
used as training sets (Borodovsky et al. submitted).
therefore integrated this method in the specialization
hierarchy of the CDSprediction task (Fig. 4). The fast part
of the GenMarkanalysis task uses information about the
sequence to choose the most appropriate matrix. The
methodis then applied on a sliding windowand the results
are plotted on a graph. Anexampleof these results is given
in the next section.
Comparison of the results : the graphical interface
Wedeveloped several specialized interfaces to visualize
the tasks outputs (Fig. 8 and 9). However, as analysis
methods accumulate in the knowledge base it becomes
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Figure9 - Executionof the ~:bs-od~-~:lys~Ls
task with a B. s-btilis contig (bscont182). Herewe showhowthe user can modify
previouslymadesta~egicchoice( f±ndpatt:e rn_rbs).Thedialogmanager
createsa newversionof the currentsolvingprocess(indicated
by a ++symbolanda H(for Hypothesis)
in the resolutiontree) andthe task enginere-executesthe part of the problem
solvingprocess
whichis relatedto the modification
(f±ndeons_rbs).Thesystemis nowwaitinguntil the user choosesbetweenthe twoversions(Result:
comparison
window).Thischoice is guidedby a graphicalrepresentationof the CDS
class instanceswhichhavebeencreatedon the
readingframes.By clicking on a box of this graph,the user can see the corresponding
instance (bscont:_182.cds3)andcan
usethe
navigation
facilities to get the relatedinformation
(bscont_182.rbS).
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Figure10 - Integration,in the graphical
interfaceAPIC,
of the blastx-analysis
results(blackrectangles),of the rbs-cds-anal~
’sis results
(arrows) andof the cds-predictionresults (curves obtainedwith GenMark)
on 3 readingframesof the bsoont_182contig.
representationshowsthat somesignificant BlastXsimilarities are missingin regionswherecodingregionsand"strong"translation
initiationsites arenevertheless
found.
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crucial to providea moregeneric interface to display and
compare
the results.
The generic interface APIC(Bisson & Garreau 1995)
has beendevelopedfor this purpose. Weshowin Figure 10
howthe results of the different tasks can be superimposed.
on each other. In this example,the maprepresents the
entities foundby a blastx-analysistask, a rbs-eds-analysis
task and a eds-prediction task. In this map,we defined
three different layers associated with the three reading
frameswherethe rbs, cds andblastx entities werefound.
Calling external procedures
As shownin the previousexamples,several proceduresare
organizedwithin a complextask to achievea goal. Thetask
description is written in the task engine’s ownlanguage
(currently in LISP). Thefinal procedureshowevercan be
written in any language. This allows for a very easy and
rapid integration of anyexisting softwareinto the system.
As it is explainedbelow,no modificationof the original
software is neededand the integration can be performed
evenif the original sourcesare not available (this wasthe
ease for GenMark
for instance).
Theprocedureis first launchedvia a server using the
UnixRPC(RemoteProcedureCall) protocol. The external
program(foreign program)is not called directly but
strictly isolated byan encapsulatingshell (procedureshell)
whichis responsible for handling the specific calling
conventions and data conversions of the program. To
ensure the independencebetweenthe programinput format
and the data representation within the database and to
rationalize the data exchangeformat, the objects holding
the data necessaryto the external programare dumped
into
a "mailbox"in a normalized(albeit simple)form(Tinal).

progrmn(I)

o ¯

: " ...............
:’1 .................

¯

~

I
in/out-mailbox

......

,4-,- flow
~l~g du~

Figure11- Theexternalcalling procedure
mechanism.
Theprocedureshell then performsthe followingsteps :
-1- read data frominput mailbox(Tiual format)
-2- filter the components
of the objects whichare
neededfor the programexecutionand put these
data in the requiredformat.
-3- run the foreign program(s)
-4- reformatprogram(s)output and write the result
in the output mailbox.
The whole process can be run synchronously(the whole
SCARP
task is then suspended,waiting for the procedure

completion)or in background
(the task continuesand will
be notified, through the RPCserver, of the procedure
completion).This is particularly useful whenthe actual
subtask consists in sending a request to a foreign host
throughthe network.
Conclusions
Sequenceanalysis is becomingan importantactivity in the
efforts of the international research community
to describe
and understandthe structural, functional and evolutionary
relationships of modelorganisms.In this context, our goal
is to design and implementa sophisticated computing
system which incorporates
advanced knowledge
representation facilities and a comprehensiveset of
sequenceanalysis methods.Theprototypepresentedin this
paper already presents someoriginal functionalities that
can handle the genetic and biological knowledgeproduced
by a complete genomesequencing project. Weshowed
howtasks allow one to represent methodological and
procedural knowledge.Theresulting knowledgebases are
easy to read and understand, and therefore easy to
maintain. Moreover,as the problemsolving processes are
presented in a synthetic form, a real cooperationcan be
establishedbetweenthe user and the system.
Oursystemwill includein the near future a great variety
of sequenceanalysis methodsincluding original ones,
togetherwith their strategies of use. Ourimmediate
goal is
to improvesomeof the previouslydescribedstrategies. For
example,in the solvingstrategyof the blastx-analysistask,
weshall include someadditional filtering steps before
sc&aningthe database (Claverie &States 1993) and after
the process. Sonnhammer
et al. (1994) and Scharf et al.
(1994) havedescribedinteresting solutions to reducethe
tediousbrowsing
of large quantitiesof proteinsimilarities.
However,none of these approachesis integrated into a
cooperative environment.Other tools, such as promoter
prediction, are also needed.Promotersare defined as the
binding sites of an RNApolymerase, active for the
transcription initiation. Automaticidentification of
promoters usually involves two consensus sequences
located at -10 and -35 regions upstreamof the RNA
start
site. In reality, the spatial structure of the DNA/RNA
molecule is probably involved in the recognition of a
promoter by an RNApolymerase. Therefore, special
methodsmustbe designedfor predicting promotersas well
as other DNA/RNA
structures recognized by appropriate
factors. In this context, weare currently workingon the
integration in our system of methods allowing to
characterize DNA/RNA
secondary structures such as RNA
genes (Fichant & Burks 1991), terminator sites of the
transcription (d’Aubenton et al. 1990) and others
palindromicstructures.
Thefinal aimof this workis a completeready-to-useand
extendable co-operative sequenceanalysis environment.
The system is very modularand its high level knowledge
representation languagewill provide extensionfacilities
that will allowsfor the additionof newmethodsor for the
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modification of the solving strategy of a complexanalysis
task.
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